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Northeast Natural Resource Management

A Forestry & Wildlife Management Company

158 Little Rutland Rd. Bomoseen, Vermont. 05732

Property Discription & Results:

This 782.8 parcel is located on North Street beginning in the town of Middletown

Springs and ending in the town of Ira, Vermont. This property was classified as

one continuous forest stand based on the owner’s interest in sugaring and in

obtaining a maple tap count. Mainly a Northern Hardwood forest, this property is

primarily stocked with Sugar maple, Red maple, White ash and Yellow birch.

Spruce and White pine are the two primary softwood species, however

hardwoods dominate this property.

High variability in stocking was found to be a concern when completing this tally.

Large strip cuts and small group selection cuts were found throughout the parcel.

Aside from these voids, the extensive road system and skid trails encumbered

many acres. It is from these gaps, that deviation occurs. With that said, the total

tap count was estimated at approximately 40 taps per acre or roughly 31,000 taps

total. These taps are found in veins throughout the property and not spread out

evenly. It should be noted, maples that were at least 8” DBH (Diameter Breast

Height) were tallied as trees capable of being tapped. All acceptable tap trees

were tallied as only one tap, despite many maples belonging to the 18” and larger

size classes. These larger trees are capable of offering more taps per tree.

Overall sugaring was found to be a great fit for this property. Much of the pre-

installation work is already completed and now just requires installing the

required infrastructure. Some of the more northern sections will still require pre-

installation clearing.

Below is a detailed account of the cruise as well as the corresponding addendums.



Stand one:

Average Age: 65 years old down to sapling stage with many differing age classes.

Slope Ranges: 0 to 18%

Stand Class: Uneven Age

Prism or Plot Size: BAF 10 Prism Number of Points/Plots Sampled: 70

Sampling Date: May 12th -16th 2014

Access Distance: Less than one mile

Acres: 782.8. Forest Type: Northern Hardwood to Mixed Wood.

Total Basal Area: 124.18 BA

Total Basal Area A.G.S. (Acceptable Growth Stock): 56.59 BA AGS

Quadratic Mean Stand Diameter: 14.82

Site Index: 55 Species: Sugar maple Site Class: 2

Primary Species: Sugar maple Contributing Species: Red maple, White ash &

Yellow birch.

Stems Per Acre: 104

Documentation of Existing practices:

This property was harvested through the techniques of small group selection and

strip cutting. Sections were cut extremely hard, with little remaining timber. An

extensive road system covers the vast majority of the property and is currently

being used by several Vermont ATV riding clubs.

Stand History: A regenerating high grade harvest, mostly logger’s choice, with

sections of small group selection strewn throughout the stand. This property has

turned into an Uneven aged Northern Hardwood to Mixed Wood stand due to the

cutting that has occurred over the past twenty years. Over 50% of the total timber



is classified as UGS (Unacceptable Growth Stock) that should have been harvested

at the time of the last known sale

Stand Health: Beech Bark Disease was noted on many of the beech stems. The

previous skidding operator did bruise some of the stems close to the trails,

inviting both Butt Rot and Red Rot to be introduced into the open wounds.

Stocking: Fully Stocked. Below the “A” Line in the Northern Hardwood Stocking

Guide NE-603

Note: While this stand was delineated as ‘fully stocked’ by the stocking guide

standards, it should be noted that this is based on the total Basal area. Much of

the size class in this stand is above 18” DBH. This leads to the possibility of a few

very large trees in open areas skewing the numbers, which is partially the case in

this instance.

The Silvicultural Guide for Northern Hardwood and Mixed Wood in the Northeast-

N.E. 603 was Referenced



Northeast Natural Resource Management

A Forestry & Wildlife Management Company
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A Timber Cruise and Maple Tap Count

For the Property of:

Mark & Amanda St. Pierre

1546 Richford Rd. Richford, Vermont 05476

Property Location:

North Street, Middletown Springs, Vermont

Cruise Completed May-2014


